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≪Sutra recitation is the starting point for our faith activity≫
On March 21st, past the middle of March, it snowed in Manhattan.
It was the next day. The scenery was breathtakingly lovely as the leafless roadside trees transformed into avenues of snow covered trees.
Whenever the wind blew, the snowflakes fell from the trees fluttering down
beautifully like flower petals. Once they hit the ground, they would magically
disappear. This was certainly springtime snow.
And today, I can feel that the season has arrived when the wind feels pleasant
on our cheeks. Recently, we are sensing the changes with our skin.
This month, I would like to write about the daily offering of morning and evening sutra recitation.
We are taught that for us, the members, morning and evening recitation offering is one of the basic practices of faith. It would be wonderful for this practice to become a daily routine so that we feel uncomfortable whenever we miss a recitation. Now, why is this offering of sutra recitation so important?
In the first place, the offering of the sutra recitation expresses taking refuge in and feelings of gratitude to
the Buddha. Of course, the fact that we are living here and now is thanks to the baton passing of life by
our parents and our numerous ancestors. And, if we trace back to the origin of life, we will understand
that we live because we are caused to live by one great life force. Then, our taking refuge in the Buddha
and our feelings of gratitude to the Buddha deepens, and we will personally experience being grateful to
be alive because we are caused to live. That is the most important point of the sutra recitation.
There is also plenty of merit.
When we give offerings to our altar first thing in the morning and do our sutra recitation, the rhythm of
our life falls into place and we mysteriously spend the day feeling calmer and more efficient.
During the Founder’s Dharma Talk, he mentioned why offering of sutra recitation is so important. He
said: “We tend to only believe the reality that appears before our very eyes and things we can see. We
rarely give more than a passing thought of things we cannot see. This is similar to seeing a tree growing
above the ground, without being aware that the tree has roots supporting it below the surface. When we
can only see and believe what is before our eyes, we have nothing but a narrow-minded viewpoint.”
With these words he is saying that when we steadfastly offer our sutra recitation, our thinking and actions
will start to be in accordance with the truth.
That is, although we tend to understand in our mind, as we practice the morning and evening sutra recitation, we will come to believe that when we confront reality before our very eyes, we will be able to do
such difficult tasks as to revere, polish and mutually manifest our own buddha nature and that of others.
President Niwano said this regarding such valuable and thankful offering of the sutra recitation: “These
words of truth that have continuously been chanted by countless believers for over 2000 years have in
themselves mysterious power of the sutra. Even if one does not understand the meaning of the sutra, when
one recites with one’s whole heart and mental concentration, then all the buddhas, bodhisattvas and heavenly deities would hear and respond, influencing many spirits of the three realms. It has been said since
ancient times that such merit will come back to the reciters own mind and body.” – Omission –
“I also believe that the mystical workings of meditative chanting are real. However, needless to say, the
effect on our soul is far more remarkable when we recite with good understanding of the meaning of the
verses than to chant them like magic words without knowing the meaning. That is to say, let us keep in
mind to firmly imbue and not forget the will of the teachings of the Buddha, so that everything, such as
the words we voice, are suitable with the teachings.”
Since the main object of offering the sutra recitation is to put into practice the teachings of the Buddha
that is expounded in the Kyoten, I feel it is important to digest and understand the meaning of the sutra.
For example, “Taking Refuge in the Three Treasures” which is at the beginning of the Kyoten:
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“We take refuge in the Buddha
May we, with all living beings,
Deeply experience the Great Way and
Give rise to the supreme aspiration.”
means
＊With my body and soul, I am completely devoted and entrust wholly to the Buddha, the great life force of the universe. Together with everyone in the world, I wish to awaken our aspiration to grasp the truth of the universe with our
souls and reach the realm of supreme enlightenment.
“We take refuge in the Dharma
May we, with all living beings,
Embrace the riches of the sutra and
Make our wisdom as wise and deep as the sea.”
means
＊I will live adhering to the truth taught by the Buddha from the bottom of my heart and follow the teachings with
complete devotion – with my body and soul. Together with everyone in the world, I wish to comprehend the fundamental truth that is the inner core of the teachings and attain true wisdom that is as wide as the sea.
“We take refuge in the Sangha
May we with all living beings,
Guide the great community and
Be freed from all hindrances”
means
＊I will live in accord with the Sangha, the gathering of fellow believers, and with my body and soul I am completely
devoted to the Sangha and entrust in them. Together with everyone in the world, I earnestly pray that I may acquire
boundless powers that can help boost and encourage the Sangha to advance harmoniously and without prejudice.
As such, “Taking Refuge in the Three Treasures” is an expression of the basic wishes of the bodhisattvas. Let us deeply absorb
this in our hearts every time we offer our daily sutra recitation so that we can acquire absolute belief.
Gassho,
New York Church Minister
Etsuko Fujita

Topic for March
I would like to share something I learned in Rev. Fujita’s study session during the Gathering of Members.
We human beings live in the “world of phenomena” in which we see things through differences and discriminations, but in the
Buddha’s world, which is the “world of reality,” everything is viewed as equal.
We cannot help but see things from our own yardstick, thinking “I don’t like that person,” or “I like that person.”
However, when we are able to see everyone’s buddha nature, we will be able to see the
equality.
So, what can we do to be able to accept everyone and everything?
If we try to pour 500cc of water into a 200cc cup, it will overflow. Hence, the cup must
be larger.
That is to say, we need to make our container (our capacity) larger. For that, there is
only one way – to accumulate merit. By practicing the Six Perfection (Six Paramitas)
and working very hard and diligently to become someone who always thinks about others with compassion, our heart expands. Gradually and unconsciously, our capacity becomes larger and we will be able to accept others without discrimination and judgment.
This is what I learned.
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3/15 Rev. Kosho’s visit

3/21
Study Session
at NY Gathering

3/22 Ceremony of
Spring equinox

Heartfelt abundant Offering

Rev. Fujita’s
Speech

Sharing
Faith by Lillie and Kyoko

Schedule for new York branch

April 2015
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

Memorial Service
for Founder

Closed
Dharma
Practices
at home

10

11

Memorial Service for CoFounder

Closed
Dharma
Practices
at home

First Day of
Month
President
Dharma Tralk

5

6

7

8

9

2-4pm
10AM
10AM
1PM
Chapter
Leaders’ Monthly Memorial
Steering Comittee
Celebration of
Meeting
Service
Buddeha’s Date of Missionary Mtg
Birth
6pm
Meditation

12

13

17

1PM
Sunday Service
President Dharma
Tralk

19

20

17

21

22

Closed
Dharma
Practices

23

28

24

25

Closed
Dharma
Practices
at home

6pm
Meditation

27

18
18～20
Chicago

2-4pm
Chapter Leaders’
Meeting

１ＰＭ
Service for
Traffic Safety
Hoza

Closed

16

The Eternal Buddha Shakyamuni
Day

18-20
Chicago

26

15

RKUS Meeting
at LA Church

29

30

